Purpose
The Provost Scholars will have a peak into African American history by studying the role of 1960s and 1970s activist groups in civil rights, politics, starting and managing social programs, and creating equal opportunities for minorities. The Scholars will be divided into two groups with the program’s director and manager moderating the discussions.

Presenter Biography
Dr. Faye Gary, EdD, RN, FAAN, is the Medical Mutual of Ohio Kent W. Clapp Chair and Professor of Nursing at the Bolton School of Nursing at CWRU. She also holds a secondary appointment with the Department of Psychiatry at the School of Medicine. Her passion for excellence and assisting the next generation of Provost Scholars inspired her to build and expand the Provost Scholars program through the plans of two visionary leaders: Provost William Baeslack and Superintendent Ms. Myrna Loy Corley. Her work with Provost William Baeslack and the East Cleveland City School Superintendent, Ms. Myrna Corley, has resulted in the Provost Scholars serving over 30 students in the city of East Cleveland and impacting the future of middle and high school students over the past two years. Dr. Gary received her bachelor's degree in Nursing and Sociology from Florida A & M University, her master's degree in Psychiatric Nursing (Child and Adolescent) and Anthropology from Saint Xavier College in Chicago, Illinois, and her doctorate degree in Childhood Behavioral Disorders and Anthropology from the University of Florida in Gainsville, Florida. For more information about Dr. Faye Gary, please visit: https://nursing.case.edu/about/directories/faculty/gary/.

Objectives
The Provost Scholars will...
1) Discuss the role of activist groups in promoting equal opportunities and social programs for ethnic minorities
2) Draw comparisons between civil rights groups in the 1960s and groups present today
3) Construct essays for the Future Leaders are Readers Essay Contest, a competition being hosted by the African American Society at CWRU and Neighborhood Leadership Institute, a nonprofit organization working to promote resident leadership across the Greater Cleveland area

Agenda
2:30 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.: Hors d’oeuvres will be served
2:40 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.: Tutoring Hour
3:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.: Brief Intermission
3:45 p.m. – 4:45 p.m.: Seminar speakers, Dr. Faye Gary and Katrice Williams
4:45 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.: Wrap up and Questions

Faculty & Staff
• Dr. Faye Gary
• Katrice Williams, Master’s Student, Program Manager
• Haruna Suleman, Master’s Student, Program Assistant
• CWRU Undergraduate Tutors

Word of the Week: Activism. What does it mean? The policy or action of using vigorous campaigning to bring about political or social change.

Concierge and Matre’D
• Provost Scholars Camario Malone and Brianna Moore